


Shouldn't be on here since they haven''t logged in yet.













Text should be more contrasty; hard to read.

Prefer a darker, more visible icon









We don't want to give them more expansion options; 20 colors is enough.







shouldn't be a textarea, just a text input, since we want to reinforce that they are entering a short search string, not a whole comment to match.



Prefer a darker, more visible icon

I don't think the duplicate icon is obvious enough



Can you show what this would look like with the "Custom" option showing?





Prefer a darker, more visible icon



"Other" should be checked

Color scheme for selected and nonselected accordion folds could be confusing, since the "selected" color matches the "unselected" color of the tabs. Maybe switch the colors?



These should say "custom" since the field below only opens up if they choose "custom"



Needs a search box over participant list

needs a "remove" button. Should be intuitive that it is a "remove" and not a "delete"

Prefer a darker, more visible icon





Would prefer a button for "Advanced Search"

Prefer a darker, more visible icon











Should be Date of Birth







No save for notifications; it is display only.



Missing the History tab



Missing the participant import popup.



Prefer a darker, more visible icon







Needs the Summaries tab (not your fault, I forgot it)















Should be darker, more visible.







Too light





Too Light



Inserted tags should look like small colored blocks with text, similar to calendar events that you did; can you show a couple of examples of that?



Too light

duplicate icon not intuitive



Woops! Needs a plus sign here to add new constraints.

Too light



This should be a draggable pane divider, not just a horizontal rule.

Too Light

Needs a better "duplicate" icon



too light

Show selection highlight





This needs a scroll bar if the entry exceeds the height, so there si  way to see the preview.



prefer an icon with just a pencil; this is hard to see.



Needs plus sign to add sections







Should say chart block



needs an arrow to indicate it is navigating to the persona survey.



missing this tab



Missing the Account Optons section of this page



needs a category column

needs a category column







missing this

missing this



Needs to show the highlight of the selected item.



too light

Needs to show the highlight of the selected item.

too light





Too Light

Needs a drag to reorder grabber



needs to show selection highlight

Too Light

Needs a drag to reorder grabber

needs to show selection highlight



missing this page

missing this page



too light



show selection highlight

too light



show selection highlight



survey data should be selected

show selection highlight

survey data should be selected





too light

show selection highlight

too light

show selection highlight



show selection highlight

too light


